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LINCOM, 2006. Hardcover. Book Condition: Neu. Dust Jacket Condition: Gut. 1. Auflage. The Wu
dialect of Chinese is used by 80 million people in eastern China. Shanghai is the lingua franca of Wu,
and is the least conservative among Wu dialects. This book is a descriptive grammar of Shanghai
Wu, concise but comprehensive. It covers various topics in Shanghai grammar: the phonological
system, morphology, and syntax. In addition, two special topics in Shanghai grammar, tone sandhi
and compounding, are included. Tone sandhi in Shanghai is a morpho-phonological process to
produce prosodic words, while compounding is a syntactic means to make lexical words. Like other
Chinese dialects, Shanghai is an isolating language. There is no grammatical agreement or case
markers, nor tense, gender or numeral differences, or anything like those called inflection in
European languages. That does not mean there are no morphological processes at all:
reduplication, tone sandhi, and affixation are common in Shanghai. Of course, compounding is the
most productive in making new words. Morphologically and syntactically Shanghai has something
different from Mandarin. For example, adjective reduplication in Shanghai is AAB, while it is ABB in
Mandarin. The word order in Shanghai is V + direct O + indirect...
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ReviewsReviews

Good electronic book and valuable one. It is one of the most incredible publication we have read through. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Mrs. Bridgette Rau MD-- Mrs. Bridgette Rau MD

Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- Kattie Wunsch-- Kattie Wunsch
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